
Discover why our
customers trust us to
power their transformation

Take a look at how A365 empowers automotive businesses across 

the globe, helping them drive better business outcomes and meet 

industry demands. 



How Citroën went from past practices

to future-ready operations

Challenge: Citroën Chile needed to implement a robust business 

management system to support the company in planning its resources 

and raising its business processes.

Why Annata: A365 allowed Citroën Chile to have a broader vision of its 

business while enabling the integration of dealerships and after-sales 

workshops.

View case study

https://annata.net/customer-stories/citroen/


How Renault on Demand went from static 

offerings to new business model integrations
Challenge: Renault wanted to create a fully online car subscription 

service to be rolled out in the Brazilian market.

Why Annata: A365 proved it was possible to achieve a fully digital 

and integrated business model using functionalities that were fully 

operational, simple, and efficient.

View case study

https://annata.net/customer-stories/renault-on-demand/


How Saracakis went from economic headwinds 

to digital transformation
Challenge: Facing declining sales during the 2008 financial crisis, 

Saracakis sought to integrate operations and reduce costs. Challenges 

included aligning import and distribution operations and consolidating 

import businesses.

Why Annata: Saracakis chose Annata's A365 for its ability to streamline 

processes, enhance communication, and provide a cohesive platform, 

effectively navigating the economic downturn.

View case study

https://annata.net/customer-stories/saracakis/


How Brimborg went from outdated systems to 
modern business excellence
Challenge: By the early 2000s, Brimborg faced growth constraints with 

fragmented systems dedicated to workshops, sales, and finance, limiting 

efficiency and hindering potential.

Why Annata: Brimborg opted for A365 in a strategic move aimed at 

streamlining operations, enhancing efficiency, and positioning Brimborg 

for sustained success in the evolving automotive  landscape amidst 

increasing competition and digital advancements.

View case study

https://annata.net/customer-stories/brimborg/


How Ouro Verde went from legacy challenges 
to harmonized operations

Challenge: Ouro Verde, a Brazilian leading fleet management company, 

sought to integrate procurement and finance processes, eliminating 

legacy systems for improved operational  efficiency and data reliability 

across sales, operations, and billing.

Why Annata: Ouro Verde chose A365 for an agile, integrated solution 

that streamlined critical processes, fostering standardization and 

enhancing data access and control. This improved operational efficiency 

and strengthened Ouro Verde's competitiveness in the dynamic Brazilian 

market.

View case study

https://annata.net/customer-stories/ouro-verde/


Power your possibilities
with full digitalization

Discover how A365 can help your business stay agile, 

compliant, and ahead of the competition.

Connect with us at marketing@annata.net 
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